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Abstract

Purpose: to prove, develop and check the model of values’ formation of a healthy lifestyle of students in the course of physical training.

Material: students participated in an experiment (males – n=108; females – n=120; 18–20 years old).

Results: it is determined the values’ formation level of a healthy lifestyle. It is developed the model of students’ healthy lifestyle formation. The model includes the purpose, the task, the principles, the stages, the organizational and methodical conditions, stages, the program and criteria of efficiency. The program of extracurricular occupations of physical training is a component of the model. It is defined factors which determine values’ formation of a healthy lifestyle of student’s youth in the course of physical training. The following indicators were statistically and significantly improved: levels of physical activity, theoretical readiness, and motivation, level of physical health, values’ formation of a healthy lifestyle.

Conclusions: The stimulating factors are information and effective basis of justification, forecasting, and development of values’ formation model of a healthy lifestyle. It is revealed the need for a change of approaches to the modernization of the educational process of physical training for institutions of the higher education.
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Introduction

Health maintenance and fulfilling life of citizens is one of the most important purposes of the world community [1]. This displayed in the principles of European policy «About Health 2020» [2]. The health problem of young age persons is called one of the priority activities of the World Health Organization in XXI century [3]. The following recommendations provided according to the results of researches:

− The influence of individual and national factors on self-rated health varies regarding generation. The target generation and the demographic structure of a country should be taken into account to develop more accurate health policies [4];
− REPOPA (REsearch into POLicy to enhance Physical Activity) will increase understanding use of research evidence in different contexts; develop guidance and tools and establish sustainable structures such as networks and platforms between academics and policy makers across relevant sectors [5];
− There is a need for harmonization of surveillance methodologies, indicators and target populations for between-country and over time comparisons. This inventory will serve to feed future discussions within the DEDIPAC-JPI major framework on how to optimize design and identify priorities within surveillance [6];
− The data collected under this HEPA (health-enhancing physical activity) monitoring framework provided, for the first time, an overview of the implementation of HEPA-related policies and actions at the national level throughout the EU [7].

Improvement of life quality and population’s health level are extremely relevant for Ukraine [8, 9]. Many scientists devoted researches to the theoretical principles of healthy lifestyle’s formation [10]. In such researches scientists consider:

− general-theoretical questions of a healthy lifestyle formation in different groups of the population [11, 12];
− the social value of health culture education [13, 14];
− the somatic health of youth [15];
− directions of increase in health’s level by means of a recreation and rehabilitation [16];

It revealed the high interest of experts in questions of students’ involvement in a healthy lifestyle [17]. Authors determine that the main formation criterions of healthy lifestyle values’ in students are:

− involving in regular training with physical culture [18, 19];
− interesting in obesity prevention and keeping a healthy diet [20, 21];
− health behavior and cardiometabolic risk factors [22];
− lifestyle factors connected with a depression [23];
− level of physical activity knowledge, students’ knowledge about healthy and unhealthy nutrition habits and nutrition knowledge [24].

Researchers define the low level of students’ physical activity [25, 26]. It is determined that:

− Promoting physical activity (PA) in low- and middle-income countries is an important public health topic as well as a challenge for practice [27];
− The emotional experience is a key aspect when promoting student’s well-being from the physical education. [28];
− Physical education programmes should consider what content is delivered and how to effectively integrate
The available system of students’ physical training requires modernization [29]. This problem requires the subsequent studying in the practical sphere. 

The purpose of the research is to prove, develop and check the model of values formation of students’ healthy lifestyle in the course of physical training.

Materials and methods

Participants. 228 students participated at the first (stating) stage of the pedagogical experiment (108 males and 120 females, 18-20 years old). 48 students from higher education institutions of Kiev (Ukraine) participated at the second (forming) stage (23 males and 25 females). The control and experimental groups were created at the beginning of the forming experiment. Groups divided by a random method and had no statistically significant differences between indicators at the beginning of the experiment. The first group was experimental (EG), the second group was control (CG). According to ethical standards, students gave the written consent to participation in the experiment. Protocols of experimental studies are supported by the bioethics commission of the university. 14 representatives of higher education institutions with more than 10 years work experience were involved in the experiment.

Organization of the research. Researches performed on bases of higher education institutions of Kiev (Ukraine). At the first stage was studied the motivation of students to respect the basic principles of a healthy lifestyle. It was also defined: value orientations; the level of physical health; the structure of students’ incidence rate.

The pedagogical experiment was the main method of a research. The structure of the experiment provided the implementation of state and forming procedures in a certain sequence. The state experiment was introduced for the purpose to obtain the output data. These data were applied for development the formation model of healthy lifestyle’s values of students. At this stage carried out the evaluation of health condition and structure of students’ incidence rate. Anthropometrical researches of students were carried out by the standard equipment according to standard and unified techniques [30]. Researches of incidence indicators carried out by copying information from primary medical documentation of education institutions (f. 086/O). In addition was considered the number of students’ absences due to illness, duration of one case of illness. During studying of incidence indicators processing of the obtained materials was carried out by classes of diseases according to «International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems» (ICD) [31]. Evaluation of health condition was carried out according to the express technique of somatic health evaluation [32]. It was determined the following parameters: strength and vital indexes, Robinson indexes, body weights, Ruffier. Sociological methods of a research (questioning) applied for evaluation of theoretical knowledge level; definition of students’ relation to physical training; definition of priorities in the choice of physical activity types. The questionnaire «Evaluation of students’ knowledge of health forming activity» was applied for studying and determination of students’ theoretical knowledge level. The questionnaire included 34 tests concerning health formation and healthy lifestyle. It was applied the questionnaire «The students’ relation to physical training». The questionnaire «Students’ motivation to physical training» allowed students to express the relation to physical activity. The evaluation was carried out according to the 5-point grading scale: «1» – I don’t absolutely agree; «2» – it makes no difference to me; «3» – I partially agree; «4» – It is rather no than yes; «5» – I am completely agree. The questionnaire «The healthy lifestyle of the student» was directed to the identification of students’ lifestyle features. The questionnaire consisted of 69 questions concerned features of nutrition, daily mode, personal hygiene, cold water treatment, psycho hygiene, bad habits, capacity, physical activity. The questionnaire «Your physical health» consisted of 24 questions and defined a role and the place of physical activity in the healthy lifestyle’s values formation of student’s youth.

It was determined the level of physical activity of students [33]. Calculation of average energy consumption is carried out according to the formula:

$$
\bar{En} = \sum_{i=1}^{k} RFA_i \cdot MET_i
$$

where: $k$ – number of levels; $\bar{En}$ – average energy of consumption, kcal/kg per day; $RFA$ – physical activity level, c.u.; $MET$ – weight coefficient.

The modified technique of a research [34] became a basis for the development of the evaluation level of value orientations formation. The technique provided testing of students. Each performed task was estimated according to the 5-point grading scale. If the task is performed indistinctly (unsubstantially) – 1 point was given (a percentage indicator – 1–20%). If the performance of a task needed long considering (the answer was illogical) – 2 points were given (a percentage indicator – 21–40%). If the answer was evidential (though not rather accurate) – 3 points were given (a percentage indicator – 41–60%). If the answer was accurate (scientifically constructed, evidential and logically complete) – 4 points were given (a percentage indicator – 61–80%). If the answer was evidential (though not rather accurate) – 3 points were given (a percentage indicator – 41–60%). If the answer was logical (it was carried out without long considering, but difficulties in scientific definitions were observed) – 4 points were given (a percentage indicator – 61–80%). If the answer of the student was accurate (scientifically constructed, evidential and logically complete) – 5 points were given (a percentage indicator – 81–100%). General evaluation of values’ formation level of a healthy lifestyle was: 1-35% – critical; 36-70% – sufficient; 71-100% – high. Technique «Values orientations» [35] applied for the determination of the initial level of a healthy lifestyle principles’ formation. The student was given two lists of values (18 items in each list) on the sheets of paper in alphabetical order. The student should rank each value in a list. The least
important item will take the 18th place. Firstly was given the set of terminal values, and then the set of tool values. The expert evaluation of values formation factors of a healthy lifestyle was carried out by the method of advantage (ranging) (14 scientists and pedagogical staff of the higher education institutions with more than 10 years of work experience were involved as experts).

The forming pedagogical experiment was carried out at the second stage. The purpose of a forming pedagogical experiment was the introduction and evaluation of the efficiency of values formation model of students’ healthy lifestyle. Duration of the experiment was one academic year. The purpose of the experiment was assistance to the formation and development of healthy lifestyle values in students; formation of knowledge and skills to the application of physical culture means for improving the quality of life. The model contained the following stages: basic, organizational, educational and methodical, forming, productive. The basic stage has been directed to the acquaintance with bases of safety measures, the formation of interest to training, acquaintance with basic elements of traditional technique and innovative means of improving and recreational physical activity. The organizational stage included evaluation of the introduction conditions of values’ formation model of a healthy lifestyle. Basic and organizational stages were carried out in parallel during the first and second months of the academic year. The educational and methodical stage provided participation of students in the program of physical training. The program contained theoretical and practical parts. Experimental and control group trained according to the traditional program of physical training for the higher education institutions (once a week and twice a week according to extracurricular program). The frequency rate and duration of training per week for both groups were equal. The forming pedagogical experiment was carried out at the second stage. The purpose of a forming pedagogical experiment was the introduction and evaluation of the efficiency of values formation model of students’ healthy lifestyle.

### Results

Most of the students have fragmental knowledge concerning health maintaining. Insufficient level of students’ knowledge is shown in non-compliance with a healthy lifestyle. Only 30% of females and 25% of males have rational nutrition. Less than a third of the interviewed students have the good quality sleep. 60% of males and 90% of females regularly follow the rules of personal hygiene. Most of the students miss physical training classes. Only 26% of males and 10% of females practice physical activity in the spare time. Physical activity of high level in males is 34±3,72 min, in females 22±2,22 min (tab. 1).

Students defined the main reasons which made interference to the physical training: lack of conditions for training; the insufficient level of theoretical knowledge; features of the emotionally strong-willed sphere of the personality. Students demonstrated a negative attitude to physical training. It was defined the incentive motives of students to physical training: strengthening of health; receiving satisfaction from training; receiving of good mark or credit; application of the acquired knowledge and skills in everyday life; fashion and prestige of physical

### Table 1. Indicators of students’ physical activity level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Level of physical activity</th>
<th>basic $\bar{x}$; $S$</th>
<th>sedentary $\bar{x}$; $S$</th>
<th>low $\bar{x}$; $S$</th>
<th>average $\bar{x}$; $S$</th>
<th>high $\bar{x}$; $S$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Males (n = 108)</td>
<td></td>
<td>519±50,53</td>
<td>427±28,24</td>
<td>355±30,35</td>
<td>105±10,43</td>
<td>34±3,72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females (n = 120)</td>
<td></td>
<td>517±48,70</td>
<td>420±31,81</td>
<td>349±32,02</td>
<td>134±12,52</td>
<td>22±2,22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The expert evaluation of values formation factors of a healthy lifestyle was carried out by the method of advantage (ranging) (14 scientists and pedagogical staff of the higher education institutions with more than 10 years of work experience were involved as experts). The students fixed indicators of a physical condition in the diary. The productive stage included identification of values formation levels of a healthy lifestyle in students. Criteria for the model efficiency were the following:

- **cognitive** (level of theoretical knowledge, awareness concerning need of maintaining own health),
- **motivational** (awareness of need for care of own health, behavioral stereotypes, motivation to sports and improving training),
- **valuable** (level of value orientations formation to a healthy lifestyle),
- **active** (level of physical activity, level of attraction to a regular physical activity trainings).

**Statistical analysis.** Systematization of material and primary mathematical processing were carried out by means of Microsoft® Excel 2010 tables. The well-known ways of transformation the empirical data of questionnaire [37] were applied for results processing.

### Table 1. Indicators of students’ physical activity level
culture training and sport; improvement of mood and health.

In the course of the research was studied hierarchy of terminal (fig. 1) and tool values (fig. 2) of students. In the system of terminal values of males prevails desire of active lifestyle; public calling; entertainments; financial security of life. The females had the following dominated values: entertainments, active lifestyle, the beauty of nature and art.

The leading tool values of males are the following: accuracy; ability to keep things in an order; an order on affairs; high requirements to life and high aspirations; self-checking; diligence. On the last positions there were the independence and high general culture. The leading tool values of females are the irreconcilability to shortcomings in own personality and in others, high aspirations and accuracy.

**Fig. 1.** Hierarchy of terminal values of students (males, n=108; females, n=120): 1 – active lifestyle; 2 – vital wisdom; 3 – health; 4 – interesting work; 5 – beauty of the nature and art; 6 – love; 7 – financial security of life; 8 – existence of good and loyal friends; 9 – public calling; 10 – knowledge; 11 – productive life; 12 – development; 13 – entertainments; 14 – freedom; 15 – happy family life; 16 – happiness of others; 17 – creativity; 18 – self-confidence. M – males; F – females.

**Fig. 2.** Hierarchy of tool values of students (males, n=108; females, n=120): 1 – accuracy; 2 – social training; 3 – high aspirations; 4 – vivacity; 5 – diligence; 6 – independence; 7 – irreconcilability to shortcomings in own personality and others; 8 – education; 9 – responsibility; 10 – rationalism; 11 – self-checking; 12 – courage to persist in own opinion; 13 – strong will; 14 – tolerance; 15 – liberality; 16 – honesty; 17 – efficiency on affairs; 18 – sensitivity. M – males; F – females.

| Table 1. Evaluation of indicators of students’ physical health |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Indicator       | Male students (n = 108) | Female students (n = 120) |
|                 | $\bar{x}$       | $S$             | $\bar{x}$       | $S$             |
| Body-weight index, kg•m$^{-2}$ | 25,95          | 1,47            | 21,58          | 1,52            |
| Robinson index, c.u.  | 88,12          | 9,34            | 86,14          | 8,47            |
| Vital index, c.u.    | 47,17          | 4,84            | 44,23          | 4,81            |
| Strength index,%     | 42,00          | 0,40            | 41,00          | 0,30            |
The high self-esteem of own health by students doesn’t coincide with objective data. The majority of students’ health indicators belong to below average and low levels (in particular indicators of vital, strength and to Robinson index) (tab. 2).

In the structure of female students’ incidence (fig. 3) prevailed the following: diseases of the digestive system (25%); contagious and parasitic diseases (11,67%); sensory processing disorder (11,67%) and respiratory diseases (10%); skin diseases (8,33%); disease of genitourinary system (8, 33%). In males prevailed: diseases of the digestive system (31, 48%); sensory processing disorder (9,26%); skin diseases (9,26%); musculoskeletal disorders (9,26%); nervous disorders (7,41%); respiratory diseases (7,41%).

It is established the high frequency of students’ incidence and chronic diseases. Most of the students don’t pay a lot of attention to the formation of own health. It is expressed in: chaotic nature of a daily routine; non-compliance with a rational nutrition and physical activity; the existence of addictions.

Males have the following levels of a healthy lifestyle formation: sufficient – 3,7%; satisfactory – 20,37%; critical – 75,93%. Females have the following levels of a healthy lifestyle formation: sufficient – 2,5%; satisfactory – 25%; critical – 72,5%. The received results became the background for the development of values formation model of students’ healthy lifestyle.

It is revealed the limiting and stimulating factors of values formation of students’ healthy lifestyle by means of expert evaluation. The major limiting factors are:

- limitation of knowledge concerning opportunities for improving and recreational physical activity in values formation of a healthy lifestyle (57,1%);
- lack of the evidence-based model of values formation of a healthy lifestyle in the course of physical training (28,6%);
- lack of the appropriate system of pedagogical control (14,3%).

Assessment of experts was coordinated – W=0,93 at p<0,01.

Among the stimulating factors, experts defined the following (W=0,91 at p<0,01):

- development of the accurate organizational model and methodical maintenance of educational and extracurricular forms of physical training (57,1%);
- creation of the corresponding conditions for ensuring regular physical activity of students (21,4%);
- providing students’ free choice of physical activity types according to their interests, requirements, and opportunities (14,3%).

Introduction of the model in process of physical training allowed to achieve the following results. The theoretical knowledge level of the experimental group students increased. The number of experimental group students with the initial theoretical knowledge level of a healthy lifestyle decreased by 30%. The number of students with a high level of knowledge increased (by 8,3%). It is a recorded increase (by 250%) the part of experimental group students with the high level of practical abilities. It wasn’t observed the significant changes in these indicators in students of the control

Fig. 3. Structure of incidence of the studied contingent: N – number of students, %; C – class of disease; M – males; F – females. 1 – contagious and parasitic diseases; 2 – new growth; 3 – blood diseases; 4 – diseases of the endocrine system; 5 – mental disorders; 6 – nervous disorders; 7 – eye diseases; 8 – ear diseases; 9 – blood circulatory system diseases; 10 – respiratory diseases; 11 – diseases of the digestive system; 12 – skin diseases; 13 – musculoskeletal disorders; 14 – disease of genitourinary system.
group. The motivation for physical activity training increased in experimental group students after the experiment. The part of experimental group students with the high level of motivation increased by 25%. Among them weren’t students with the initial level of motivation to a healthy lifestyle. Level of students’ physical activity in both groups increased. The positive changes were also in physical condition indicators of both groups. The students of the experimental group had statistically and significantly higher attitude to health at the end of the experiment (for n1=24, n2=24, p<0.01). In students of control, group indicator increased in: 4,17% – in comparison with sufficient level; 12,5% – in comparison with satisfactory level. It happened due to the decrease of a part of students with the critical formation level of a healthy lifestyle (by 16,67%). In the experimental group, the part of students increased by 4,17% – in comparison of with high, 41,67% – in comparison with sufficient level, 12,5% – in comparison with the satisfactory formation level of a healthy lifestyle. It is determined the decrease of a part of experimental group students with critical formation level (in 58,33%). Results of a research testified positive changes in values formation indicators of a healthy lifestyle of experimental group students. The received results defined expediency of the simulated process of values formation of students’ healthy lifestyle in the course of physical training.

Discussion
Received results confirm researches of authors concerning need of values formation of a healthy lifestyle [12, 14] and the recreational culture of students [38]. It is confirmed the data concerning the insufficient efficiency of physical training organization in higher education institution [26]. According to the results of our researches were expanded data [14] concerning approaches to modernization the physical training educational process in the higher education institutions. It was defined factors which determine values formation of a healthy lifestyle of student’s youth in the course of physical training. Stimulating factors are information and effective basis of justification, forecasting, and development of values formation model of a healthy lifestyle.

Our data supply the results of specialists’ research devoted to students’ motivation to physical training [38], evaluation of their physical health and physical activity levels [39]. We defined the incentive motives of students to physical training. Analysis of these motives will increase the efficiency of physical training educational process. It is expanded the results of a research concerning the students’ relation to a healthy lifestyle [40]. It is determined the considerable divergence between the declared value of health, a healthy lifestyle and behavioral intentions of student’s youth on the basis of the analysis of these empirical researches.

Organization features of the active leisure of students are proved in the research of Sadovskij O.O. [38]. We detailed information concerning quantitative and qualitative characteristics of spare time spending by student’s youth. Active recreation on the weekend, walks and outdoor games are usually only for 27,8% of males and 23,3% of females.

Our research confirmed and expanded scientific data [32] concerning the practical absence of students with the safe health level. According to the majority of health indicators, students have considerable deviations. It is established the high frequency of incidence in the course of the academic year, the existence of chronic diseases. Similar data are revealed in other researched [41].

Low health level, high incidence of students, induced us to new researches devoted to the problem of youth activation in a healthy lifestyle education. It is proved that insufficient physical activity is one of the reasons for students’ health condition deviations. It is confirmed the necessity of students physical activity optimization.

It is specified the developments [11] devoted to the effective application of the information technologies in the improvement of students’ quality of the study, improvement of youth theoretical readiness level. Improvement of youth theoretical readiness level of health formation was promoted to the application of the interactive approach: when information is given to students in the interesting form. It was also expanded the data of other authors [39] and reasonably proved the expediency of values formation of a healthy lifestyle with the application of physical training means. It is improved, expanded and deepened the works of Bojko Iu.S. [34] devoted to the technique of values formation evaluation level of a healthy lifestyle. We improved the criteria of evaluation of values formation level of students’ healthy lifestyle. The qualitative and quantitative characteristic of their formation levels is also revealed (high, sufficient, satisfactory, critical).

Questions of students’ health culture formation in extracurricular time in the course of physical training were investigated in the research [41]. We confirmed results of research that of values formation of a healthy lifestyle has the best opportunities in extracurricular work. It is proved, developed and approved the values formation model of students’ healthy lifestyle in the course of physical training. The feature of the offered model is the developed program. The program included interactive technologies and provided application of methods of the electronic, mobile, “turned”, mixed education. Results of the performed pedagogical experiment proved the efficiency of application the values formation technology of a healthy lifestyle of student’s youth. It is proved by the positive influence on physical condition indicators, theoretical readiness, the volume of physical activity, organization of useful leisure and active recreation.

Conclusions
Received results of researches confirmed the efficiency of the developed model of values formation of students’ healthy lifestyle in the course of physical training. This is given the grounds to recommend it for application in the course of students’ physical training at the higher education institutions.
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